Without Vision, The People Perish
ithout vision, the people perish: many have repeated this
wise saying, recognizing its
truth. The age-old vision of a
world without scarcity, one that has evolved
beyond the need for exploitation, class domination, organized violence, and stultifying
labor has been the dream of millennia. It is
expressed in the world’s literature, secular
and sacred: “the land of milk and honey.”
As the vast majority of the world’s
people strive to make the systemic changes
they must make to save humanity and the
planet from the strangling grip of exploitation, hunger, and war, they fight, not just
defensively, but led by a vision of what is
necessary, possible, and achievable. Without
this vision, the fight remains defensive, or
looks backwards.
From the founding of this country, the
American people have a history of fighting
for freedom and equality. Our history – from
the American Revolution that kicked off the
chains of monarchy to the Civil War that
ended slavery – is still in the process of a
struggle to make real the promise, mostly
unfulfilled, of “life, liberty, and the pursuit
of happiness.” We have now come to an
epochal point in history where at last these
promises have the material and objective
conditions to be more than an ideal and a
dream.
We now have the capacity to produce
everything humanity needs for a life free of
want and insecurity. But under capitalism,
everything must be sold for profit, including, the necessities of survival. We have the
technical ability to create the abundance for
everyone to lead a materially, culturally, and
spiritually fulfilled life; but under capitalist
social relations, this is blocked and prevented. The revolution in the productive forces
– electronic production – both creates abundance and, under capitalism, poverty, hunger, and misery. Until humanity grasps the
meaning and reason for this profound change
and its implications, the owning class will
maintain a stranglehold on these productive
forces in the form of private property.
The elimination of jobs by electronics –
computerized automation – not only throws
workers permanently out of work, but puts
capitalism itself in crisis. A new class of
workers is being created by this process
from all strata of the working class. These
workers have been replaced, and will never
work again. Along with their inability to sell
their labor goes debt, foreclosures, hunger,
destitution, and homelessness for millions.
Because these workers increasingly lack the
ability to buy the products that the corporations produce, capitalism is thrown into an
epochal crisis.
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When we speak of revolution, we are
talking about the majority of humanity, the
vast working class with the growing new
class at its heart – those being thrown out of
the capitalist relation with no stake in it and
no future under it – taking political power
to restructure the economic system in the
interests of humanity and the planet. The
working class – especially the section of it
whose ties to capitalism have recently been
broken – has in its hands the epochal task
of guaranteeing the evolution of humanity
itself. Revolutionaries are the ones who understand this and promulgate this vision to
the rest of their class.
The revolutionary understands this process, its material and historic foundations,
and knows what must replace capitalism to

understand is dying.
Revolutionaries today are those with
new ideas. They understand that there is another way to do things, one that can be described, understood, and brought into being
– one that works in practical ways in the real
world. It is the only way compatible with the
new forms of production. They know that
this vision of a world without exploitation,
war, environmental destruction, hunger, and
despair isn’t a pipe dream, but the only rational solution to the seemingly overwhelming problems humanity faces. This vision is
based on a scientific understanding of development, the stage we’re in in the process,
and where we want to go.
Revolutionaries understand that class
consciousness and a class program will not

Now human history can begin, the light of the
individual shining in the full brightness of liberated life,
that can only be realized within true equality and
cooperation: communism, a cooperative society. We
have that in our reach, and have today the historical
task of bringing it into being.

bring society in line with the new workerless production. This is a vision based not
only on moral rightness and the best hopes
and dreams of humanity, but on the scientific
understanding of the laws of development.
The practical revolutionary both understands this process and has a clear vision of
the necessary outcome: public ownership of
the means of production, a cooperative society, or communism. The demands of the
new objectively revolutionary class are the
program of the conscious revolutionaries.
The ruling class can only use increasing
terror and violence to hold back the social
development that brings social relations in
line with the revolution in production. The
response of the ruling class, the capitalists,
is to move to maintain privilege and private
property under these new conditions. This
they do through means that are increasingly
fascist. They too are spreading a vision, one
that is fear-based and pits worker against
worker, scapegoats immigrants, and blames
the victims of this social destruction. Their
strategy depends on old forms of division
and confusion that have historically been
used to prevent class consciousness and divide the working class against itself. Their
program is radical, and seeks to hold onto
private property under whatever economic
system follows capitalism, which they also
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rise spontaneously out of this movement, but
only through the introduction of new ideas,
and a clear vision and understanding of what
they’re fighting toward. Nothing will change
for the better until the people know what
kind of a world they need to replace this dying one. Conscious revolutionaries understand that the only workable way to organize
society in this era of abundance is through
a communal, or communist, economic system: distribution of this abundance according to need. This is the vision they articulate,
teach, and spread.
“Some people call this a cooperative society or distribution without money or reorganizing society in the Biblical spirit that [all
be] ‘distributed to each as any had need.’ But
what is important is that the revolutionaries
who are fighting against the destructiveness
of capitalism begin to unite around the solution to that destruction. This program for
the reorganization of society is the only way
to end the ecological, cultural, and spiritual
devastation spreading throughout society. It
reorganizes society so that the abundance
made possible by science and technology
benefits all of society. This program offers
the opportunity to unite the revolutionaries
on the basis of the actual resolution to the
destruction of society.” [Political Resolution, LRNA, 6th Convention]

Futurists predict many ways that new
innovations can improve lives, free humanity from uncreative toil, create non-polluting
sources of energy, and cure diseases. Yet
as long as these breakthroughs are shackled by private property relations, they will
only benefit the few who can pay for them,
and those who exploit them for profit, as the
growing majority of the world’s people sink
further into destitution and despair for want
of the basic necessities of survival. When the
people have political power, they themselves
have a say as to how these new inventions
will be used, which ones or which applications of them enhance life and well-being,
and which are harmful to life and the earth
and should not be used. The futurist Ray
Kurzweil said in a recent interview, “I believe our civilization is going to be vastly
more intelligent and more spiritual in the
decades ahead . . . . Our species always transcends.”
It is the historical mission of revolutionaries of all ages to consciously shape the
future of humanity. Seasoned revolutionaries pass on what they’ve been taught and
what they’ve learned from study and struggle to those millions who are responding to
these conditions that are full of both danger
and enormous promise. The culture of the
world’s youth -- the majority of whom are
being born or thrown into the new jobless
class -- goes ‘viral’ in the spread of the poetries of hip hop, rap, slam, and graffiti art – art
that expresses a new world emerging from
the defiance of those who have no place and
no stake in the old dying order. New forms
of communication, now fettered by corporate control and misuse, have the potential,
when used with revolutionary purpose and
vision, to help us organize, educate, and liberate, breaking down extinct forms of division forever.
It has been said that there is nothing
more powerful than an idea whose time has
come. The now completely socialized laboreliminating means of production, by creating abundance without the need for wageslavery and uncreative toil, sets the basis for
the realization, in the real world, of an ageold dream of the American and the world’s
people. It ushers in an era that marks the end
of the exploitation of one class over another
in the struggle for resources. Now human
history can begin, the light of the individual
shining in the full brightness of liberated life,
that can only be realized within true equality
and cooperation: communism, a cooperative
society. When this age-old vision is realized,
true human history begins. We have that in
our reach, and have today the historical task
of bringing it into being.
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The Leap:
Qualitative, Epochal, Transformative
umanity, and our American society, are poised on
the edge of history, and the
burning question of our time
is, which way forward? What is the content
of our time? How can we explain, how do
we understand the disruption, the instability, the reverberations of change that assault
the very basis upon which we stand? Ours is
a time of a qualitative, epochal, and transformative leap from one kind of society to
another. Our time is the launching of a new
epoch of social revolution.
Human history is marked by epochal
shifts, where we recognize that a qualitative
change has taken place, where the base of
the old society is destroyed, and the reorganization of a qualitatively different kind of
society is required. Epochal shifts mark the
time of the leap.
The basis of any society is how it is
organized to produce what society needs.
The level of productive forces and the way
we relate to one another in the production
of our lives constitute the economic basis
of society. The basis of American society
– and all global societies today – is capitalist commodity production. It is a system in
which human labor-power is exploited by
the capitalist in the creation of commodities
for exchange. It is how all value is produced
and the source of profit and capitalist private
property.
History has shown us that at a certain
point the productive forces come into conflict with the relations of production, that is,
the property relations, which then become
fetters upon the process itself. An open antagonism develops between the method of
production and the method of distribution.

We see this today with the introduction of
electronics into commodity production.
The microchip and the semiconductor
were developed outside of the industrial process and introduced into it. Electronic, automated, robotic production is the introduction of that new kind of tool or productive
force that gives rise to production without

From this time forward the future depends on what we
do as revolutionaries, and what our revolutionary class
does as we take up the task of completing the leap.
What and how people think is absolutely critical, and
the introduction of new ideas indispensable.

human labor. Laborless production is wageless production. To introduce laborless production into a system in which all value is
created by wage labor constitutes an assault
upon the very basis of society itself. The accelerating shift to electronics creates untold
wealth alongside untold misery. More and
more workers are permanently unemployed
and a polarization between absolute wealth
and absolute poverty begins.
As laborless production goes through
its quantitative stages of development in this
new epoch, corresponding to that is the ever
increasing development of a new class. Expelled from the productive process itself, this
growing new section of the working class is
now being dispossessed of the very necessities of life itself – food, shelter, health care,
education.
Value can be realized only in exchange,
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and when value declines, the circuit of capital is interrupted. Commodities cannot be
bought or consumed when the workers have
no money. As value continues to decline,
society sinks under a mountain of debt. The
more valueless money becomes, the more it
becomes an instrument of speculation.
Capitalist commodity production is irre-
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vocably broken. It cannot be fixed, repaired,
or restored. A new epoch is born, and its
historical task is to unfetter the qualitatively
new productive forces and to reorganize the
relations of production to be compatible with
it. The leap is from production with human
labor to production without human labor.
The path of human history is marked by
the introduction of qualitatively new tools
and the corresponding new societies that
emerge. Our time is akin to the leap from
a classless primitive communist society to
private property. From the bow and arrow,
the harnessing of fire, and the creation of
the iron plow came the early slave societies. From new productive forces come new
forms of private property and the social and
political forms that correspond to them.
Now electronics replaces industrial mechanics, and a new kind of society is nec-

essary to unleash these new forces to produce an unheard of abundance that can truly
provide a great leap forward for humanity
– a new kind of society in which all human
needs can be met. Released from the bonds
of private property and privation, a new epoch in human history begins, a time of reconstruction, a time of positive transformation. It can be said that for the first time it
sets the basis for the potentiality of humanity
to be unchained; in a way, the beginning of
truly human history.
All of this means that ours is a time of
revolution, a time of successfully navigating
the leap from one kind of society to another.
In a very real way, from this time forward
the future depends on what we do as revolutionaries, and what our revolutionary class
does as we take up the task of completing
the leap. What and how people think is absolutely critical, and the introduction of new
ideas indispensable.
The doctrine of the leap is the indispensable lens through which we assess, plan, and
practice the art of politics for these times.
Proceeding from a scientific objective assessment, the doctrine of the leap provides
the guiding principles through which we
determine the line of march and the path to
power for the proletarian revolution itself. It
guides us in the development of strategy and
tactics along each step of the way.
(This Building Block article on the Leap is
the first in a series of four. The focus of the
next article will be on the subjective aspects
of the Leap.)
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ens of thousands of socially conscious people declare themselves
revolutionaries in opposition to the
degenerating social and economic conditions. The League’s mission is to unite these
scattered revolutionaries on the basis of the
demands of the new class, to educate and
win them over to the co operative, communist resolution of the problem.
The demands of this new impoverished
class for food, housing, education, health
care and an opportunity to contribute to society are summed up as the demand for a cooperative society. For the first time an objective communist economic class is forming to
become the foundation for a communist political movement. A new fascist state form,
the naked rule of corporate power, is arising
to oppose this motion.
Society must take over these corporations
or these corporations will take over society.
The new class must have political power to
achieve these goals. In the effort to achieve

							

this political power the League supports all
political organizations and sections of society that fight against the growing poverty,
social and ecological destruction, fascism
and war.
Nothing can be accomplished until the
American people hold a vision of where they
want to go and what they want to be. Creating and imbuing them with such vision is
the overriding task of revolutionaries and the
foundation of our organization.
Destruction of the ecology, the threat of
nuclear war and the looming pandemics are
calling the very existence of the human race
into question. The battle is class struggle.
The war is for the existence of humanity.
We in the League face the future with
confidence. We call upon all revolutionaries to abandon sectarian differences, to unite
around the practical demands of the new
class and to secure that imperiled future.

